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This Stuttgart University doctoral dissertation reviews the respective roles of Joachim von Ribbentrop
and Adolf Hitler in the immediate origins of World War
II, concentrating on their relationship during the time
Ribbentrop served as Foreign Minister. The work briefly
reviews Ribbentrop’s rise to the Foreign Ministry and
then traces his participation–or lack thereof–in the diplomacy of 1938 and 1939. The book is based on a careful reading of the published diplomatic documents, some
German archival materials, and a canvass of published
works on the diplomacy of the late 1930s.

firmation of his own account of the years in question, especially in the author’s insistence that Hitler in the winter of 1938-39 decided to go to war with England and
France in the near future with the attack on Poland as
a necessary prerequisite to keep the eastern border quiet
during war with the West. The concentration on purely
diplomatic matters, however, also constitutes the major
weakness of Kley’s book. Like so many, he has fallen for
the fairy tales about the Anglo-German naval agreement
of 1935; he completely neglects the realities of German
naval construction programs, which included the breaking of that same agreement, planned before the agreeWhile some readers may find a detailed recital of ment was signed and implemented later in the same year.
the diplomatic crises of those years somewhat tedious The whole thrust of German rearmament in the 1930s, alin view of the existence of other accounts, the careways aimed at the West, simply vanishes from Kley’s acful look Kley gives to the interactions of key figures is
count. Careful reading of diplomatic documents is surely
both a major strength and one of the weaknesses of the needed, but the product cannot stand by itself.
book. Exacting scrutiny undergirds Kley’s major theses:
that Hitler was at all times the major driving force; that
At times the author is not careful enough, followRibbentrop, far from pushing the dictator forward, was ing memoirs and later testimony rather than the conmerely a tool of Hitler–and often an uninformed and de- temporary record. This is most obvious in the case of
liberately misled tool at that; and that the Fuehrer played Ribbentrop’s main assistant during the period under rehis associates off against one other while keeping his view: State Secretary Ernst von Weizsaecker. Kley coraims from them because he recognized that most of them rectly characterizes Weizsaecker as originally enthusiaswere not in agreement with his willingness to go to war tic about the destruction of Czechoslovakia and a war
with the Western Powers in 1938 and 1939. Explicated in against Poland, but he has missed the key document on
considerable detail in the concluding section of the book, Weizsaecker’s original appointment to his position. Althis view of the way foreign policy was designed and im- most fifty years ago, the project for the publication of
plemented in the years before Germany initiated World German diplomatic documents printed in the first volWar II runs like a consistent thread through the whole ume it issued (Documents on German Foreign Policy, 1918volume. It will surely require those who have argued 1939, Series D, No. 100) Weizsaecker’s note of January
that some internal dynamic or economic problem drove 13, 1938, which expressed full agreement with Ribbenan unknowing and unintending Hitler to war to take an- trop’s conclusions in a lengthy report calling for the asother look at the evidence.
sumption that there would be war with England. Could it
not be that Weizsaecker’s expressed belief that there was
This reviewer can see in Kley’s work primarily a connothing to be said against Ribbentrop’s conclusions had
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something to do with his appointment as State Secretary
soon thereafter?

Kley’s picture of Ribbentrop makes that figure less of
an actor than many thought at the time and since. Instead
he becomes one of a large number whom Hitler cleverly
Kley’s discussion of the crises triggered by Ger- manipulated–but who wanted to be manipulated because
many’s determination to destroy Czechoslovakia is gen- they adored their Fuehrer, thought him always right, and
erally sound, but on the Polish issue, Kley has missed enjoyed the favors, both material and psychological, that
key aspects. He is surely correct in stressing Hitler’s
he bestowed on them. In the case of Ribbentrop as in
early decision to go to war, but he has overlooked maso many others, huge secret bribes were a part of this
jor factors in his analysis of the position of the two states process. In this regard, the book provides useful insights
in the arguments of 1939. The major symbolic role for into the workings of the Nazi regime as a whole. It will
the German leadership of Poland’s adhesion to the Anti- be interesting to see whether the view that Hitler delibComintern Pact does not receive the attention it deserves. erately misled many of his associates because he realized
A look at Germany’s simultaneous pressure on Hungary
that they did not share his extreme plans for war leads
and Spain on this same issue might have enlightened the
to new work on the policy process in the Third Reich.
author. Surely the governments of those three countries Kley is, however, clear on the enthusiasm of the misled
in 1939 were about as anti-Communist as anyone could for following their leader wherever he might have wished
have hoped; German insistence, therefore, has to be un- to lead them. Only when Hitler did not include Ribbenderstood as a demand for formal and symbolic obeisance. trop as Foreign Minister in his political testament, which
That this was something that the rulers of the revived
listed the members of the government that was to follow,
Poland were not about to accept under any circumstances
did the man who had by then held the office for more than
should be seen as the converse of the other aspect that seven years express shock.
Kley completely ignores: Polish willingness to consider
concessions on every other demand Germany put forCopyright (c) 1996 by H-Net, all rights reserved. This
ward at the time, including a project for the partition of work may be copied for non-profit educational use if
the Free City of Danzig.
proper credit is given to the author and the list. For other
permission, please contact H-Net@h-net.msu.edu.
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